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ABSTRACT

Previous full-lifetime simulations of single-star multi-planet systems across all phases
of stellar evolution have predominately assumed coplanar or nearly-coplanar orbits.
Here we assess the consequences of this assumption by removing it and exploring the
effect of giant branch mass loss on the stability of two-planet systems with small to
moderate non-Kozai (< 40 degrees) relative inclinations. We run nearly 104 simulations over 14 Gyr for F-star, A-star and B-star planet hosts, incorporating main
sequence stellar masses of 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0 and 5.0 solar masses, and initial planetary
semimajor axis ratios that straddle their three-dimensional Hill stability limits. We find
that the near-coplanar assumption can approximate well the stability frequencies and
critical separations found for higher inclinations, except around strong mean-motion
commensurabilities. Late instabilities – after the star has become a white dwarf – occur
throughout the explored mutual inclination range. Consequently, non-Kozai mutual
inclination should not be used as a predictive orbital proxy for determining which
white dwarf multi-planet systems discovered by Gaia should represent high-priority
follow-up targets for the detection of metal pollution and planetary debris discs.
Key words: planet and satellites: dynamical evolution and stability – stars: AGB
and post-AGB – stars: white dwarfs – methods:numerical – celestial mechanics – minor
planets, asteroids: general
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INTRODUCTION

One way that the Gaia mission could transform the field
of exoplanetary science is by allowing us to measure the
mutual inclinations of the orbits of an ensemble of planets
residing a few au from their parent stars (Perryman et al.
2014). For decades, this elusive orbital parameter has inhibited our efforts to constrain dynamics (Butler et al. 1999),
and has represented a frustrating extra degree of freedom in
multi-body modelling efforts.
Fortunately, Gaia’s exoplanet detections and inclination measurements will not be limited to main sequence
host stars. The mission will likely also break new ground
by discovering exoplanets orbiting white dwarfs at a distance of a few au. Our current wealth of knowledge of white
dwarf planetary systems instead arises from the immediate
circumstellar environment, within about one Solar radius
of the centre of the white dwarf1 . This knowledge comes
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in three flavours, as described below, from: (i) atmospheric
metal pollution, (ii) planetary debris discs, and (iii) active
exo-minor planets.

1.1

White dwarf planetary systems

Metal pollution in white dwarf atmospheres refers to
the detection of spectral lines which cannot be intrinsic to the star (Schatzman 1958; Althaus et al. 2010;
Koester 2013) and cannot arise from the interstellar
medium (Aannestad et al. 1993; Friedrich et al. 2004; Jura
2006; Kilic & Redfield 2007; Farihi et al. 2010). These lines
instead indicate metal-rich planetary debris which has
been deposited (Wyatt et al. 2014; Brown et al. 2017) in
the atmosphere. Over a thousand metal-polluted white
dwarfs are now known (Dufour et al. 2007; Kleinman et al.
2013; Gentile Fusillo et al. 2015; Kepler et al. 2015, 2016;

– a planet orbiting a white dwarf at several thousand au – and
PSR B1620-26b (Sigurdsson et al. 2003) – a circumbinary planet
orbiting both a white dwarf and pulsar.
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Hollands et al. 2017), and between one-quarter and onehalf of all observed white dwarfs are metal-polluted
(Zuckerman et al. 2003, 2010; Koester et al. 2014). Twenty
different atmospheric metals have been detected, and
overall they resemble the bulk Earth in composition
(Klein et al. 2010; Gänsicke et al. 2012; Jura & Young 2014;
Wilson et al. 2015, 2016; Xu et al. 2017; Harrison et al.
2018; Hollands et al. 2018). Nearly all metal pollution has
been sought around single white dwarfs, although confident
detections can be made in wide binary systems containing
a white dwarf (Veras et al. 2018).
Over 40 metal-polluted white dwarfs are also known to
harbour circumstellar planetary debris discs (Farihi 2016).
These discs are compact (could fit within the Sun) and
predominantly, unlike protoplanetary discs, are disorderly.
White dwarf debris discs are variable (Xu & Jura 2014), eccentric and wispy (Manser et al. 2016), and have demonstrated evidence of morphological changes on both decadal
(from Gänsicke et al. 2006) and yearly (Dennihy et al. 2018)
timescales. Their formation most likely arises from the
break-up of minor bodies which have veered into the
white dwarf Roche radius (Graham et al. 1990; Jura 2003;
Debes et al. 2012; Bear & Soker 2013; Veras et al. 2014a,
2015a) in combination with the migration of rocky fragments
(Dong et al. 2010; Veras et al. 2015b) produced from radiative destruction and/or deformation on the giant branch
phase (Veras et al. 2014b; Katz 2018). The subsequent evolution of the discs is complex and involves an interplay
of gas and dust (Rafikov 2011a,b; Metzger et al. 2012;
Kenyon & Bromley 2017a,b; Miranda & Rafikov 2018).
The minor planet break-up scenario has been evidenced directly, and can in fact be seen on a daily basis around the white dwarf WD 1145+017 when in season. Vanderburg et al. (2015) discovered photometric transit curves suggesting that one or more exo-asteroids are in
the process of shedding dust and/or gas around this star.
This seminal discovery has lead to over 20 more dedicated
papers about this system. The object orbiting this white
dwarf is the only known exo-minor planet, and its dynamical origin remains an open question.

1.2

Linking with full-lifetime simulations

Despite this uncertainty, major planets are thought to perturb the minor planets into the white dwarf Roche radius2 .
Therefore, understanding how planets evolve over time and
stellar phase is crucial, as is determining when gravitational
instabilities occur. Although the majority of literature on
planet-planet scattering focuses on the main sequence, we
are instead interested in the later phases of stellar evolution.
Efforts to study these scenarios have increased markedly
over the last decade (Veras 2016a). Post-main-sequence
investigations feature models of single-star exoplanetary systems with an asteroid belt (Dong et al. 2010;
Bonsor et al. 2011; Debes et al. 2012; Frewen & Hansen
2014; Mustill et al. 2018; Smallwood et al. 2018),
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Second generation formation of minor planets around
white dwarfs remains a possibility (Schleicher & Dreizler 2014;
Völschow et al. 2014; Hogg et al. 2018; van Lieshout et al. 2018).

single-star exoplanetary systems without an asteroid belt (Debes & Sigurdsson 2002; Veras et al. 2013a;
Voyatzis et al. 2013; Mustill et al. 2014; Veras & Gänsicke
2015; Veras et al. 2016; Payne et al. 2016, 2017), and
multiple-star exoplanetary systems (Kratter & Perets 2012;
Veras & Tout 2012; Mustill et al. 2013; Portegies Zwart
2013; Bonsor & Veras 2015; Hamers & Portegies Zwart
2016; Kostov et al. 2016; Petrovich & Muñoz 2017;
Stephan et al. 2017; Veras et al. 2017a,b; Stephan et al.
2018).
One common theme amongst nearly all of the listed papers above is that they either make an assumption of coplanarity, near-coplanarity (mutual inclinations smaller than
a couple of degrees), or focus on the high inclination case,
where the Kozai-Lidov mechanism acts (Kozai 1962; Lidov
1962; Naoz 2016). Therefore, there is a need to understand
how good or bad the assumption of near-coplanarity is with
regard to stability across multiple phases of stellar evolution,
and explore the full mutual inclination range from 0◦ − 40◦ .
As mentioned earlier, our knowledge of the mutual inclination of the multiple exoplanets in a given exosystem is
lacking, and being prepared for revelations from Gaia will
be beneficial.

1.3

This paper

Therefore, this straightforward paper simply aims to assess, qualitatively, the reliability of the near-coplanar assumption, and hence whether it can continue to be applied
with confidence to future modelling efforts and exploratory
simulations. We do not attempt to cover a wide range of
phase space nor provide detailed dynamical analyses. Instead, we have performed a large ensemble (∼ 104 ) of CPUintensive full-lifetime simulations for the simplest case of two
circular, inclined planets orbiting a single star that loses
mass isotropically (itself a good assumption; Veras et al.
2013b). This paper then acts as a basic extension to both
Veras & Armitage (2004), which considered the dynamics
of two planets on circular inclined orbits along the main sequence, and Veras et al. (2013a), which investigated two circular coplanar planets through all phases of stellar evolution.
We review our knowledge of stability boundaries in Section
2; Section 3 details our simulations, Section 4 characterizes
our results, and Section 5 summarizes our conclusions.

2

STABILITY BOUNDARIES

As in any three-body system, there exist analytical criteria to determine the critical separations beyond which the
mutual orbits will never cross (Georgakarakos 2008). These
criteria describe Hill stable configurations, and rely on the
allowed parameter space regions from energy and angular
momentum considerations (e.g. Marchal & Bozis 1982). For
systems of one star and two equal-mass planets on circular orbits, this separation ∆ can be expressed explicitly as a
function of mutual inclination imut (Veras & Armitage 2004)
as
s

cos2 imut
∆≈ǫ+η
4+
(ǫ + χηµ2/3 )
2
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where
ǫ = 2 + cos2 imut − cos imut
η =1− √

cos imut
,
8 + cos2 imut

p

8 + cos2 imut ,

χ = 3 · 21/3 · 31/3 ,

(2)
(3)
(4)

and µ is the planet-star mass ratio. For arbitrarily inclined and eccentric orbits, the criteria may be written as
a set of equations to be solved both explicitly and implicitly (Donnison 2006, 2009, 2011) and generalized to include secular and evection processes (Grishin et al. 2017)
and the angular momentum deficit (Petit et al. 2018). Although useful, Hill stability criteria are not exact (see Section 6.5 of Veras et al. 2013a) and become progressively
conservative and less useful as the mutual inclination increases, particularly near mean motion commensurabilities
(Veras & Armitage 2004). Hence, one may instead appeal to
stability boundaries approximated by numerical simulations
(e.g. Georgakarakos 2013; Petrovich 2015).
Because Hill stability refers only to the situation where
orbits cannot cross, it does not take into account situations
where the inner planet collides with the star or the outer
planet escapes the system. Hence, Hill stability does not
represent a proxy for global stability, known as Lagrange instability (Barnes & Greenberg 2006, 2007; Raymond et al.
2009; Veras & Mustill 2013; Marzari 2014). Therefore, Hill
stable systems may be globally unstable. Similarly, Hill unstable systems may be globally stable. In this latter case, a
mean motion resonance could provide forcing which protects
the system.
Regardless of the stability prescription one uses, as the
parent star leaves the main sequence, it will shed mass
and expand the orbits of accompanying planets (Omarov
1962; Hadjidemetriou 1963; Veras et al. 2011). The stability boundary varies at a different pace than the semimajor
axis ratio of the planets, potentially triggering instability
(Debes & Sigurdsson 2002). What remains unclear is how
the stability boundaries change in the non-coplanar case,
which is the focus of this paper.
In the near-coplanar case, the instability may occur during the giant branch phase, but has been shown to predominantly be delayed until the star has become a white dwarf
(Veras et al. 2013a). The implications for white dwarf disc
creation and pollution are crucial, as described in Section 1.
When a planetary orbital period exceeds the stellar mass loss
timescale, then the planet’s orbital eccentricity can change
appreciably (Veras et al. 2011; Adams et al. 2013), providing for an additional factor in stability boundary changes
(Voyatzis et al. 2013). However, eccentricity variations due
to mass loss need not be considered here, as the majority
of known white dwarf planetary system hosts arise from A
and F stars (Tremblay et al. 2016). These stars have peak
mass loss timescales which are several orders of magnitude
greater than planetary orbital periods, for the vast majority
of known planets.
c 2018 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–10
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SIMULATION SETUP
Initial condition choices

Indeed, observationally motivated by these A-type and Ftype progenitors, we adopted main sequence stellar masses
of 1.5M⊙ and 2.0M⊙ for the majority of our simulations,
which ran for 14 Gyr.
We also included simulations with higher stellar masses
2.5M⊙ , 3.0M⊙ and 5.0M⊙ in order to showcase potentially extreme cases of dynamical evolution. These latter two
classes of simulations also run more quickly than those for A
and F stars because of their shorter main sequence lifetimes;
for details on these differences, see Veras et al. (2013a). We
note that in Veras et al. (2013a), computational limitations
prevented us from simulating host star masses lower than
3.0M⊙ ; in the intervening five years, these capabilities have
improved3 . In Veras & Armitage (2004), main sequence simulations of inclined planets were run for just 2 Myr, a full
four orders of magnitude shorter than the simulations considered here!
As opposed to both Veras & Armitage (2004) and
Veras et al. (2013a), here we sampled initial conditions for
the planets in a Monte Carlo fashion within particular parameter ranges. Doing so allowed us to add to our sample
size at will, which was useful given the computational demands of the simulations. All our simulations featured two
planets with initial mutual inclinations between 1◦ and 40◦ ,
because Kozai-Lidovposcillations may occur for inclinations
higher than arccos ( 3/5) ≈ 39◦ . The initial inner planet
semimajor axis was set at 10 au, which is a realistic value
and a high-enough value to enable us to complete 104 simulations. The initial outer planet semimajor axis was chosen
randomly from a uniform distribution within a range that
would showcase both stability and instability. The planets’
true anomalies were chosen randomly from a uniform distribution across their entire possible ranges. In a small fraction
of cases where we explored non-circular orbits, a planet’s
initial longitude of ascending node was fixed at 0◦ but its
argument of pericentre was chosen randomly from a uniform
distribution across all possible values.
In order to facilitate comparison with the outputs from
Veras & Armitage (2004) and Veras et al. (2013a), we chose
two Jovian-mass planets on circular orbits for our fiducial set
of simulations. We achieved the highest resolution for these
simulations, completing 800 simulations for each of the five
sampled stellar masses (Fig. 1). We also explored other twoplanet scenarios: (i) given a pair of Earth-mass planets, we
ran 800 simulations for each of three different stellar masses
(Fig. 2), and (ii) given a planet pair including one inner
Jovian-mass planet and one outer Earth-mass planet, we
ran 800 simulations for each of three different stellar masses
(Fig. 3). Finally, we ran a low-resolution ensemble of 400
simulations for a main-sequence stellar mass of 5.0M⊙ and
a pair of two Jovian-mass planets, where the inner one was

3 Simulating a stellar host with a mass as low as 1.0 M
⊙ over
≈ 1010 yr remains a CPU-intensive challenge, particularly when
using the newly-released and more accurate (but slower) code
revealed in Mustill et al. (2018). One partial way to circumvent
this issue is to begin simulations towards the end of the main
sequence (Veras 2016b).
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Figure 1. Full-lifetime (14 Gyr) simulations of two 1.0MJup planets on initially circular orbits around a star with the progenitor
main sequence mass stated in the plot title. Dots (which are green) indicate stable simulations, whereas star symbols indicate unstable
simulations. Orange and brown stars respectively represent instability on the main sequence and giant branch phases of stellar evolution.
Purple and blue stars represent instability on the white dwarf phase when the white dwarf is respectively younger or older than 100
Myr. Overplotted as solid black lines is the Hill stability limit (equation 1) for the main sequence (upper curve) and white dwarf phase
(lower curve). Overplotted as vertical dashed lines are, from left to right, the mean motion commensurabilities 3:2, 5:2 and 2:1. The plots
illustrate that despite the stability dependencies on initial parameters, (i) late instability along the white dwarf phase occurs throughout
the sampled inclination range, and (ii) the assumption of near-coplanarity would be most adequate as a representation for ensemble
global stability studies when the planets are away from strong mean-motion commensurabilities or within the Hill stability semimajor
axes ratio limits (but external to global chaos from resonance overlap boundary, here near the 3:2 commensurability).
c 2018 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–10
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TWO 1.0 EARTH-MASS PLANETS

Figure 2. Same as Fig. 1, except for Earth-mass planets and highlighted mean motion commensurabilities of, from left to right, 9:8,
8:7, 7:6, 6:5 and 5:4. In this case, the near-coplanar assumption would excel, except within the Hill stability semimajor axis ratio limit.
Late instability on the white dwarf phase can occur for any initial mutual inclination, although that represents a rare outcome for these
phase portraits.

on an initially circular orbit, and the outer one’s orbit had
an initial eccentricity of 0.3 (Fig. 4).

3.2

Simulator

We used the newly-released planetary evolution code used
in Mustill et al. (2018) and described in detail in A. Mustill
et al. (in prep). This code executes the RADAU integrator to propagate planets forward in time, and is a modified version of the code used in Veras et al. (2013a), where
the Bulirsch-Stoer integrator was adopted. That code is itself a modified version of the Mercury integration package
(Chambers 1999). Stellar evolution is incorporated by interpolating output from the SSE code (Hurley et al. 2000) into
the timesteps of the planetary propagator.
The SSE code was run with its default parameters.
These include a stellar metallicity of Z = 0.02, a value of 0.5
for the Reimers mass loss coefficient along the giant branch
phase, and the inclusion of a superwind along the asymptotic
c 2018 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–10

giant branch phase, as prescribed by Vassiliadis & Wood
(1993). Although the choice of Reimers mass loss coefficient
may qualitatively change evolutionary pathways for Solarmass stars (Schröder & Cuntz 2005; Veras & Wyatt 2012;
Veras 2016b), its importance wanes for higher-mass stars
like the ones considered here. In fact, as shown in Fig. 3 of
Veras (2016a), of the total mass eventually lost by a mainsequence star of mass 1.5M⊙ , less than 10 per cent of that
loss will occur along the red giant phase; for a star with a
main-sequence mass of 2.0M⊙ , the fraction lost along the
giant phase is on the order of just 0.1 per cent.
In the planetary evolution code, the improvement afforded by the RADAU integrator over the Bulirsch-Stoer integrator can be significant (see Appendix A of Mustill et al.
2018), but comes at a price in computational speed. In order
to achieve a balance of accuracy and speed, for all our simulations, we adopted a tolerance of 10−11 . According to Fig.
A1 of Mustill et al. (2018), this tolerance would allow us to
accurately track mean anomaly evolution to within about
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A 1.0 JUPITER-MASS PLANET (INNER) AND
A 1.0 EARTH-MASS PLANET (OUTER)

Figure 3. Same as Fig. 2, except for two unequal-mass planets (an inner Jupiter and an outer Earth) and highlighted mean motion
commensurabilities of, from left to right, 3:2, 5:3, 9:5 and 2:1. Here, the near-coplanar assumption would remain robust anywhere in
semimajor axis ratio phase space except around mean motion commensurabilities. Late instability on the white dwarf phase is more
strongly tied to the highlighted commensurabilities than in the other plots, but can still occur for any initial mutual inclination.

a dozen degrees over ≈ 5 Gyr. Such accuracy – which is
much higher than what was achieved in Veras et al. (2013a)
– aids in the ensemble study of stability performed here, but
is perhaps still too low to make detailed conclusions about
resonance retention, capture and expulsion across different
phases of stellar evolution.

4
4.1

horizontal trends, because the latter have already been investigated in detail (Veras et al. 2013a). These plots demonstrate that the vertical trends are weak or nonexistent.
Hence, we conclude that instability is largely independent
of non-Kozai mutual inclination except close to mean motion commensurabilities.

RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION
Summary

We summarise our results with plots of initial mutual inclination versus initial semimajor axis ratio, and use different
symbols and colours to indicate stability or instability at different phases (Figs. 1-4). In all plots, we ran 800 simulations,
except for Fig. 4, where we ran 400 simulations. We were
more interested in vertical trends on the plots rather than

4.2

Details

Now we provide some details of the plots, which illustrate
instability at various times, and distinguish stable systems
from unstable systems. By the term “instability” we are referring to a disruption in the system: instantiated either by
c 2018 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–10
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planetary escape from the system, or with a collision (between both planets or with the star and planet)4 .
The meaning of the colours and symbols are as follows.
Green dots indicate stable systems. Unstable systems, denoted by star symbols, are distinguished by colour: the abundant orange symbols indicate main sequence instability, the
rare brown symbols indicate instability on the giant branch
phase, and the purple and blue symbols represent instability
on the white dwarf phase, for, respectively, white dwarf ages
(known as “cooling ages”) less and greater than 100 Myr.
This last division was motivated by giant branch mass
loss having a well-documented effect of predominantly delaying instability until just after the white dwarf is born; later
instability does occurs, but decreases in frequency with time
(Veras et al. 2013a; Mustill et al. 2014; Veras & Gänsicke
2015; Veras et al. 2016; Mustill et al. 2018). The later instabilities are particularly important as a way to explain the
white dwarf pollution observed in white dwarfs which are
Gyrs old (Hollands et al. 2018). The scatter in blue symbols on the plots demonstrate that late instability along the
white dwarf phase may occur at any value of the initial mutual inclination, and without a strong preference for low or
high values.
This scatter emphasises the sensitivity of the stability
of planetary systems to initial conditions. The sensitivity
to the initial semimajor axis ratio is seen most starkly at
the value where the bulk of the main-sequence instability
(orange star symbols) ends. This value lies roughly at the
location of the Hill stability boundary for circular orbits
(imut = 0◦ in equation 1). We have plotted equation (1) in
Figs. 1 and 2 as black curves, both for the main sequence
mass (upper curve) and white dwarf mass (lower curve). The
first figure illustrates that the inclination-dependence of Hill
stability for both main sequence and white dwarf systems
with Jupiter-mass planets roughly mirrors the trend that
instability increases with higher initial mutual inclination.
However, the greater dependence on stability arises
from proximity to a strong mean motion resonance. Hence,
we have overlayed dashed vertical lines on the plots indicating the locations of commensurabilities of interest due to
their strength and location. We chose our commensurabilities in order to (i) demonstrate clear connections between
commensurability and instability, and (ii) in cases of nearubiquitous stability throughout the phase space (Fig. 2),
to demonstrate that even the strongest commensurabilities
may not affect system stability. As the accuracy and output
frequency of our long-term simulations are not quite at a
level where a proper resonant analysis could be performed,
we are content here to just show proximity to commensurability. Overall, the commensurability locations correspond
to strips of instability (star symbols) amidst a sea of stability
(green dots).
This trend is clear for the Jupiters in Fig. 1, where from
left to right the 3:2, 5:2 and 2:1 commensurabilities are plotted. These commensurabilities were computed strictly from
4

We define the escape boundary as the Hill ellipsoid surrounding
the star, as in previous studies (Shannon et al. 2014; Veras et al.
2014c; Veras 2016b). “Hill ellipsoid” here refers to the region
within the Galactic Disc which is 8 kpc away from the Galactic centre where objects are gravitationally attracted to the star
(Veras & Evans 2013; Veras et al. 2014d).
c 2018 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–10
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orbital period ratios only, without incorporating the time
evolution of the longitudes of ascending node, nor the planet
masses. Note that regardless of the fact that inclinationbased resonances must be of at least order two, both the
3:2 and 2:1 commensurabilities clearly correlate with instability. One potential reason is that around these locations, the resonant angles associated with the 6:4, 9:6, 4:2
or 6:3 commensurabilities could be librating (Veras 2007).
Further, the 3:2 commensurability lies close to the circular
Hill stable limit, and both are related through resonant overlap (Wisdom 1980; Mardling 2008; Quillen 2011; Deck et al.
2013; Ramos et al. 2015; Hadden & Lithwick 2018).
In fact, for the Earths in Fig. 2, the lack of correlation between the green dots (stable systems) and the firstorder mean motion commensurabilities (plotted from left to
right are the 9:8, 8:7, 7:6, 6:5 and 5:4 commensurabilities)
illustrates either that (i) resonant overlap has washed away
any observable trend between nominal commensurability locations and instabilities, or (ii) simply that the associated
first-order resonant librating angles cannot be inclinationbased. In contrast, the trend is strongest in Fig. 3 (from
left to right, the 3:2, 5:3, 9:5 and 2:1 commensurabilities
are drawn), which features one Jupiter and one Earth. Unequal mass objects allow for stronger signatures of resonant
capture because in this case resonant angles are more likely
to librate, as they could include some terms which may be
neglected. The most striking trend is the narrowly-confined
band of instability for the 5.0M⊙ main sequence progenitor.
As a fourth-order resonance, and the weakest highlighted on
the figure, the libration width in initial semimajor axis ratio
space would be the smallest.
Despite these trends, the plots demonstrate that nonKozai mutual inclination represents a weak distinguishing
factor in the stability of full-lifetime planetary systems.
Adding an additional degree of freedom such as eccentricity
complicates the dependency further. As an example, consider Fig. 4, where we set the initial eccentricity of the outer
planet to 0.3. As a result, the stability limits and commensurability locations change, yielding a fuzzier semimajor axis
ratio boundary between stability and instability. Nevertheless, no vertical trends are apparent, reinforcing the conclusions of this study.
Ensemble studies like this one could always benefit
from a finer sampling of phase space and greater integrator accuracy. Georgakarakos (2013) created a detailed phase
portrait in mass and mutual inclination space of stability for two planets orbiting a main sequence star. By integrating some systems for up to 107 orbits of the outer
planet, he showed that mutual inclination does affect the
stability boundary across all mutual inclinations from 0◦
to 180◦ , but only weakly when imut ≈ 0◦ − 40◦ . Here, in
our more broad study, we place all unstable main sequence
systems in the same category, despite the different main
sequence lifetimes of the sampled progenitor star masses.
Future studies could involve not just a more expansive sampling of the phase space, but also the inclusion of more planets, and an inclination-based extension to the planet packing hypothesis (Chambers et al. 1996; Raymond et al. 2009;
Fang & Margot 2013; Kratter & Shannon 2014; Pu & Wu
2015; Hwang et al. 2017), particularly on the post-mainsequence (Veras & Gänsicke 2015; Veras et al. 2016). A different type of extension might involve exploring how mutual
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TWO 1.0 JUPITER-MASS PLANETS,
WITH THE OUTER ONE ECCENTRIC
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